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Top story(ies) 

Rationale for the Revisions Made to the Plan S Principles and Implementation 
Guidance 

Principles and Implementation 

Spotlight on open access 

Building Bridges, Not Barriers: Wiley’s Comment on Plan S 

PRESS RELEASE: Researchers Respond to Revised Guidance for Plan S 

Despite one-year delay Plan S may still be too rushed, warn researchers 

Societies welcome Plan S delay 
A one-year delay to the controversial open-access initiative Plan S has calmed some of 
the concerns held by learned societies in the UK. 

Plan S and the Transformation of Scholarly Communication: Are We Missing the 
Woods? 

Learned Societies, the key to realising an open access future? 

Plan U: funders urged to mandate immediate preprint publication 
Shifting towards open access journals will only achieve so much when review and 
editing processes take so long, scientists say 

The gold rush: Why open access will boost publisher profits 

Journal transparency rules to help scholars pick where to publish 
Next step of Plan S will require publishers to release acceptance rates and review times 

cOAlition S Appoints Jisc Expert to Accelerate Open Access 
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Open Access Monographs: Building Better Infrastructure 

Research England awards £2.2m to project to improve and increase open access 
publishing 

The future of scholarly books is open (access) 

Internal Contradictions with Open Access Books 

Plans for a new Open Access Book Network take shape 

Publication policy and debate 

How will the emerging generation of scholars transform scholarly 
communication? 

Peer review is not just quality control, it is part of the social infrastructure of 
research 

Guest Post: Do Authors Have Any Power Over Publishers? 

Open and Equitable Scholarly Communication: An ACRL Research Agenda 

Research intelligence: how to deal with the gruesome reviewer 2 
‘Reviewer 2’ is blamed by many academics for much of the stress and anxiety of 
publication – but the fightback is under way 

Journal articles ‘should cost £300 to publish’ 
Calculation by open access campaigners questions supposedly unnecessary spending 
by publishers on lobbying, marketing and executive pay 

The Robots are Writing: Will Machine-Generated Books Accelerate our 
Consumption of Scholarly Literature? 

Paper rejected after plagiarism detector stumped by references 
Editors say episode demonstrates need for humans to review work of software 

International publishing 

India culls hundreds more ‘dubious’ journals from government approved list 
Publications on the updated white list will now be assessed for legitimacy and quality. 

Publishers fail to stem tide of illicit ResearchGate uploads 
Berlin-based academic network faces court action in US and Germany, and lost more 
than €12 million (£10.7 million) in 2017, accounts show 

Springer Nature accelerates its transformative journey with the signing of 
landmark pure Open Access (OA) deal 
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Publication ethics 

Reproducibility trial publishes two conclusions for one paper 
The British Journal of Anaesthesia’s unusual experiment is designed to broaden 
replicability efforts beyond just methods and results. 

How to bring preprints to the charged field of medicine 
MedRxiv launches with beefed up screening processes to allay concerns about risks of 
publishing unvetted clinical research. 
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